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For John Berndt.

We are trying to behave the way a good consulting company would : get together with the
customers, find out exactly what they need
and tailor, not the substance, but the form
and speed and format to what the customer
needs.
R. James Woolsey,
former Director of the CIA

RARE STILLNESS,
MOST BLOODED
morning with immediately clear where the shell were fired
the guns silent for a moment gathered up their hungry
responsibility to barter for what meager supplies of food
in killing our soldiers vice and clothing had made it
through interline shopping day in the besieged city
ordered to a sense of normality from the break off peace
activity that negociations scheduled marketplace for this
week should move forward when it appears
INTERNATIONAL REACTION IS SWIFT
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QUICKLY UNMASKED
AS USUAL INCONCLUSIVE
somewhere outside the city the attack somebody aimed
mortar at the center of the investigation saying crowded
market dropped we rule nothing out in the way into the
tube and fired the intervention slammed into a table
crowded with shoppers in one of his first public element
since confirmation that echoed off the three-story would
consider air strikes only if buildings surrounding the
square force of the explosion twisted tables shattered
glass strangulation used to cover stalls
WHEN THE AMBULANCES ARRIVED
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POSSIBLE MARKETPLACE
AND PIECES OF BODIES
scattered massacre was one of those grotesque blunders
capitated by shards of flying steel eight into effect at nine
that morning in order to tell if they had been men or
women to minimize the risk of casualties the convoy into
cars and pickups had passed even a dump truck hastily
transformed into the checkpoint being rescued workers
loaded near the marketplace when dragged the wounded
out on blankets were launched observers speculated
FROM A SHELLING THE PAST ASSUMED
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TODAY’S CEASE-FIRE
WAS OVER THE DAY BEFORE
simply aimed at the biggest crowd the wounded lay in
blood they could see to minimize casualties in spattered
hallways moaning for help in the future the death toll had
decreed that effective immediately large wounded
exceeded the worst what made the mortar out of the
headlines every shell that burst in the news is another day
of central market success that policy a thundering failure
from the innumerable and raised questions if other
rounds that have even this could not move slammed
THE PREVIOUS ANYTHING MEANT NOTHING
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A SENIOR BELIEF DIPLOMAT
OF THE GRISLY FOOTAGE
broadcast alliance responding with round the globe showing yet another warning to bits one was not so vague while
the dancing kept strolling along
IT TOOK THE FORM OF SHOPPING MADE
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A FLAT ULTIMATUM
TO THE REVOLTING
television shelling timing of the attack pull back seemingly planned to kill heavy mortars and the greatest possible
number of dramatized brutality control over again to a
world populace that had grown benumbed to warplanes
of concentration camps still firing daily casualties beyond
strong language and carrying something at stake with a
conviction in jeopardy last week he drew little claim that
even then distinction between trying to keep agressors
and their victims out of the news
REMARKING MUCH LONGER OVER THERE
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IN THE COURSE
OF ANNOUNCING
thought to be gearing up that there is an awful grumbling
about pulling out over relatively small patches of force
that only seemed like a path of land to be exposing their
damage to the sea troops between a barely viable state
calling even pleading a distance they arrived home from
the strong involvement to invigorate all sides to any key
settlement action but the emphasis let himself be led by
pressure
UNTIL THE MARKET OF PLEDGES
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BACKDOWNS
BECAME A FIRST PRIORITY
hardly prepared to invest as well the day after the discomfort security issues physically visible were foreign calling to be dominated by body bags swiftly transatlantic in
a position of telephone conferences between the perils
and the real irons by strafing positions by the time and
paraded as hostages
ON THE TABLE FINDING
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DESTROYING WELL-HIDDEN
FULMINATING PIECES
moved quickly by some of the doubters brought into line
reluctantly acquiesced manpower their newfound fatalism
if we pull our condition that action artillery while keeping
up the sniper fire in minutes to go trigger forces not only
held to a long despite worries about the safety but also
started placing some heavy illusions under the meager
decided not to vote for the alterning emplaced the cast
not to veto probably up to the expiration of the biggest
question resolution after hours of debate
INVOKE AIR SETTLEMENT POLICY
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MAKING THE ABSURD
CLAIM THAT PLEDGE
to participate vigorously in a decisive moment that distinguishes our alliance to impose an emptive defensive act
against realistic terms a day after the notable reporter who
had declared an evening historical in little less than what
the terms of the figures were made to say bumped into a
good little more on their own eyes the street he greeted
with their own intelligence
QUITE THAT ACCLAIMED NIGHT IN WHICH GIVEN
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THESE DAYS FOR
OUR STRICKEN LAND
we were at cynicism in this greeting nor could we keep the
race-car driver from breaking up completely into a café
owner as we stared at the screen not quite believing
meaning in the fuss over the managed latest swindle on a
night melting into ecstasy over enough juice left in the old
car batteries to power a set when the report turned to us
amid the cathedral would be with all directions those colors and watery figures had come to the conclusion that
happy and satisfied minded moments
INTO FORTUNE SMASHED FROM JOY
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FOR NOW ON THE CONTRARY
ABOUT THIS FOUNTAIN
the obvious almost a situation for the umpteenth time to
prepare later on seemed quite serious and extremely
angry at hit press networks determine that many goods
and even more moved over the world getting that same
question rushing convinced weapons about the fate participating under the control at all these happy campers
displayed for quite some time been identified as very skin
that fountain and think about drinking those months ago
we then heard that at least for an hour
THE CATHEDRAL HAD TO STOP
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INCLUDING THREE CHILDREN
now that same distance takes just a few wayward bullets
because no one stops truly a peaceful day has anything
left to ask anyone to verify our lack of familiar faces a feeling who knows all our emotions have been dried up to
such a point as the barber likes to pirate radio for retaliation for the massacre digging up tree stumps all last days
and even weeks would go by well known what does it
mean for the summer now there was gas and it wasn’t
before you heard about the army an army that even that
cold so he had all this extra wood
THIS KIND OF NEWS COMES PIECE BY PIECE
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NEXT WINTER WILL BE BACK
this is the most occupiers on the full aspect of this when
the way out is all signed and peace is water and light to be
smiling half seriously and half in jest just the way we have
moved from all those who carry the city instead of a camouflage fatigues scornfully waved great decisions in the
now his hand in the name of are you nuts out are those
who occupied it by force and they are no longer the problem it will turn out that we are massacre at the occupiers
whenever that has been the demarcation mission against
all of us here
INTO A BORDER BETWEEN DECISIONS
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EVERY SINGLE WEEK
INTERESTED IN KNOWING
what this behind them are sincere or the place where a
similar wall stretches across those colors and the flowing
water plain to people who have been gathered small thing
to hear a boy whose father was their precious energy for
such a long maybe killed say only in order to set speedy
agreement to withdrawal from the day have to watch
about a husband who finds his wife in bed
MOUNTAINS ABOVE THE CITY
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WITH ANOTHER SHAKE
his finger at saving his own skin on purpose fades and the
story begins
REACTIONS STEMS FROM THE LESS
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FROM LIES
if own foundations rest that moving backward in the sand
less and less nerve or that ticket booth turned gray to
answer and get into the train they even went to school to
explain its own morality malice intolerance and nastiness
to be honest frantic warnings to hide the rift never
stopped they speeded on to bridge distant stations crossing to preserve the smile even an idiotic one is more than
plastic dummies with whom anyone
MADE THE ORIGINAL STATEMENT
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